Calculation of z-coordinates and orientational restraints using a metal binding tag.
We introduce a new simple methodology allowing the measurement of (1)H-(15)N residual dipolar couplings, dipolar shifts, and unpaired electron-amide proton distances. This method utilizes a zinc finger tag fused at either the N- or the C-terminus of a protein. We have demonstrated this fusion strategy by incorporating the zinc finger of the retroviral gag protein onto the C-terminus of barnase, a ribonuclease produced by Bacillus amiloliquifaciance. We show that this tag can be substituted with cobalt and manganese. Binding of cobalt to the gag zinc finger-barnase fusion protein introduced sufficient anisotropic paramagnetic susceptibility for orientation of the molecule in the magnetic field. Partial alignment permitted measurement of (1)J(HN) scalar couplings along with dipolar couplings. Replacement of bound cobalt with diamagnetic zinc removes the paramagnetic-induced orientation of barnase, permitting the measurement of only (1)J(HN) scalar couplings. Dipolar couplings, ranging from -0.9 to 0.6 Hz, were easily measured from the difference in splitting frequencies in the presence of cobalt and zinc. The observed paramagnetic anisotropy induced by cobalt binding to the metal binding tag also permitted measurement of dipolar shifts. Substitution of manganese into the metal binding tag permitted the measurement of unpaired electron-amide proton distances using paramagnetic relaxation enhancement methodology. The availability of both amide proton dipolar shifts and unpaired electron to amide proton distances permitted the direct calculation of z-coordinates for individual amide protons. This approach is robust and will prove powerful for global fold determination of proteins identified in genome initiatives.